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Enterprises of all sizes are adopting cloud-based applications, 
in which company data constantly interacts with customers, 
partners and suppliers and where the cloud architecture takes 
on an important role. The cloud has proven its ability to offer 
fl exibility, scalability, ease of use and lower costs. As a result, 
more and more data is fl owing outside of traditional enterprise 
networks.

Cloud and distributed server, storage and backup systems are 
gaining more traction in almost every industry vertical and it 
seems that the most important data is increasingly being sent 
to the cloud. But as cloud computing technology grows in po-
pularity, IT professionals must reconsider data security that 
puts a company’s ultimate value at risk. At the same time, 
cybercrime and espionage are on the rise and set to intensify. 
Enterprises therefore have increasing expectations that their 
information will be securely transported between their own 
locations and those of their business partners.

Securing Data in Motion is Critical

Fiber-optic networks provide the physical infrastructure to 
transport important and large volumes of data over metro and 
long distances across the globe. They have long been con-
sidered to be the fastest and most secure method of moving 
information for just about every industry. Verticals including 
fi nance, telecommunications and healthcare as well as gov-
ernment sectors interconnect their critical data appliances with 
fi ber-optic networks. As such, it is essential for private data to 
travel securely over fi ber-optic networks interconnecting these 
sites.

As data theft and hacking tech-
nologies have become less ex-
pensive and easier to obtain and 
use, fi ber-optic networks have 
become increasingly vulnera-
ble. Cybercrime continues to be 
on the rise and all industries fall 
victim to it. Industry research 
reports conducted by organiza-
tions such as the Ponemon In-
stitute underline that corporate 
and commercial espionage is 
real and must be considered in 
the security plans for every organization. Focusing on internal 
network security alone is not suffi cient as information traveling 
between sites can be intercepted without a great degree of 
diffi culty.

Big Data Faces Big Challenges

With security concerns increasing, most companies are focus-
ing on preventative measures within the walls of their data 
centers. Encryption is the most effective way to increase the 
level of security and safeguard external network connections 
against unauthorized access and usage of internal assets. 
While algorithmic data encryption is a straightforward and 
well-understood process, network-wide introduction of cryp-
tography poses new challenges on enterprises and service pro-
viders utilizing it across their networks. Top challenges include 
the establishment of security procedures that are adequate to 
protect their data, consistent authentication and access control 
to keep management complexity low plus maintaining IT and 
business agility to be able to react to changing requirements. 
With encryption becoming a core capacity for organizations to 
safeguard sensitive assets and sustain compliance with regu-
latory mandates, the availability of secure and easy-to-operate 
high-speed transmission solutions is elementary to building a 
sustainable security foundation.

Secure High-Speed Connectivity Solutions

Network infrastructure providing scalable connectivity between 
locations and points of presence is at the heart of every com-
munication network. Securing data in motion by encryption 
at the connectivity network layer ensures superior network 
performance, simplifi es network operations and reduces the 
overall cost of data protection. Data encryption at the lowest 
network layer also protects data at all layers in the network 
stack, as everything must flow through the connectivity layer 
before going anywhere else. ADVA Optical Networking offers 
fi eld-proven and widely deployed network solutions for secure 

optical and Ethernet connec-
tivity services. The ADVA Con-
nectGuard™ security portfolio is 
designed for maximum security 
and highest transmission per-
formance. Being implemented 
in hardware and fully integrat-
ed with state-of-the-art WDM 
and Carrier Ethernet technology, 
ADVA ConnectGuard™ avoids 
equipment stacking and opera-
tion of multiple systems.

Data Security Remains a Growing Concern

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Solution
• Protocol-agnostic encryption scaling from 1 Gbit/s to 100 Gbit/s
• Carrier Ethernet-based encryption on port and Ethernet Virtual Circuit (EVC) level
• Maximum bandwidth efficiency and lowest latency
• Enhanced security features and increased protection including tamper detection
• Field-proven and widely deployed solution in finance and other industry verticals

Data Protection Risks to Regulated Data
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Data security is not a single feature, but rather an increasingly 
important set of technologies used to safeguard private data 
sent across both public and private networks. The proliferation 
of data requiring protection means there is more data at risk 
of being compromised than ever before. This, in conjunction 
with the increasing cost of a data breach measured in both 
hard-dollar terms like legal settlements and soft costs such 
as loss of customer loyalty, makes the intelligent use of data 
protection technologies increasingly necessary for organiza-
tions of all sizes. The innovative ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical 
technology made available on the FSP 3000 platform enables 
data to be transported securely at highest performance and 
lowest cost.

Data Encryption at the Speed of Light

The ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical network encryption tech-
nology available on the FSP 3000 is optimized for data center 
interconnection applications requiring maximum data secu-
rity on the network when connecting dispersed locations. It 
provides a transparent, wire-speed service using the inter-
nationally recognized Advanced Encryption Standards (AES) 
algorithm for securing private information. Dynamic key ex-
change and a strictly separated encryption domain manager 
make the solution compliant to the most stringent regulatory 
requirements. Flexible 10G and 100G muxponder module im-
plementations support OTN framing and carry a wide variety 
of protocols including Ethernet, Fibre Channel and Infi niBand. 
The hardware-based network encryption implementation de-
livers maximum effi ciency at 
ultra-low latency to address 
mission-critical applications.

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical 
guarantees optimum network 
security, highest availability
and complies with national and 
international regulatory re-
quirements, also for managed 
secure transport service of-
ferings. Compact integration with FSP 3000 multiplexing and 
transport technology ensures maximum service integrity and 
provides the lowest cost-per-bit network encryption available 
on the market.

Secure Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

An increasing number of industry verticals, including the fi nan-
cial sector, healthcare, government agencies and military insti-

tutions, require maximum network security when transmitting 
private information from their primary data center to remote 
locations established for disaster recovery and business conti-
nuity operations. The safest method to protect information and 
guarantee data integrity with regard to latency and throughput 
is physical layer encryption. Network encryption on the phys-
ical layer is as powerful as it is reliable to securely connect 
high-performance data centers and maintain superior applica-
tion performance for different networking protocols.

Through the addition of ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical func-
tionality, the FSP 3000 has become a tailored solution allowing 
enterprises, governmental institutions and public authorities 
to successfully deploy high-bandwidth managed and secure 
transport services over an optical network. The importance 
of permanently monitoring this critical network infrastructure 
goes without saying as problems need to be identifi ed and 
eliminated as quickly as possible.

Secure Managed Optical Services

With the increasing number of enterprises focused on regu-
latory compliance and placing more value on the security of 
their intellectual property, there is signifi cant growth of inter-
est in high-speed, secure data connectivity services provided 
by managed service providers. This trend constitutes a new 
opportunity for managed service providers to help enterpris-
es with protecting critical business information and intellectual 
property, safeguarding critical data for compliancy require-
ments and maintaining the integrity of their business models.

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical 
simplifi es the deployment of 
secure optical transport ser-
vices for enterprises by com-
bining market-leading optical 
transport technologies with 
powerful, standards-based en-
cryption functionality in a sin-
gle, integrated infrastructure. 
The solution simplifi es network 

design and management by eliminating the need for stand-
alone network appliances dedicated solely to the encryption 
function. Separating key management for the encryption do-
main from transport network management enables managed 
service customers to control their own encrypted services and 
keys and provides them with full ownership of their private 
data as well as real-time awareness of potential security alerts 
on an end-to-end basis.

Optical Networking for Secure Communications 

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Optical Solution
• Lowest cost-per-bit network encryption
• Protocol-agnostic, wire-speed forwarding performance
• Ultra-low latency for high-performance data mirroring
• Strong authentication and dynamic key exchange
• Designed according to internationally recognized security standards
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Driven by the convergence of voice and data in the enterprise, 
the adoption of cloud computing and the consolidation of busi-
ness data centers, the network security industry is undergoing 
a widespread shift towards secure Carrier Ethernet connectiv-
ity. Carrier Ethernet networks can be secured and encrypted 
without any loss of speed and performance. Compared to IP-
sec, Carrier Ethernet encryption is better suited to modern en-
vironments, is simpler to administer, scales to larger settings 
and can boost network performance by up to 50%.

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Ethernet technology available on 
the FSP 150 platform provides service providers plenty of 
opportunity for differentiation through service security in addi-
tion to end-to-end service level agreements and bandwidth on 
demand. For enterprises and government institutions, ADVA 
ConnectGuard™ Ethernet enables the transformation of tradi-
tional Ethernet leased lines into secure and encrypted connec-
tivity. Private routing infrastructure can be controlled individu-
ally and does not need to be exposed to the managed service 
provider in contrast to IPsec implementations.

Assurance and Control at Layer 2

The introduction of virtual private Carrier Ethernet services en-
ables network service providers to separate and isolate cus-
tomer data by a tag or a label that network elements utilize 
for traffi c separation. Although 
each customer does see a logi-
cally private network service, it 
still runs on a shared infrastruc-
ture. A virtual private network 
service is misleading in the 
sense that it is not a synonym 
for data security. Hence, the 
addition of end-to-end data en-
cryption is mandatory to safe-
guard data in motion. 

By enhancing the market-leading FSP 150 Carrier Ethernet ac-
cess platform with ADVA ConnectGuard™ Ethernet encryption 
technology, service providers and enterprises now have the op-
portunity to deploy intelligent Carrier Ethernet services compli-
ant to MEF CE 2.0 while guaranteeing end-to-end data security. 
In contrast to traditional Ethernet security appliances, ADVA 
ConnectGuard™ Ethernet can actively benefi t from all service 
assurance and testing functionalities available on the FSP 150. 
Performance testing at services turn-up as well as pro-active 
in-service monitoring can dramatically increase reliability of se-
cure connectivity services between enterprise locations.  

Safeguarding Access to Data in the Cloud

Although many organizations have made the move to virtu-
alization and accelerated the adoption of cloud service deliv-
ery models, there are still signifi cant security challenges these 
environments present. While cloud security has primarily fo-
cused on ensuring that the compute and storage infrastructure 
is secure and that client data and applications are protected, 
secure high-speed connectivity to cloud resources has received 
little attention. Usage of IPsec so far has been promoted as a 
standard solution, despite not delivering the performance and 
simplicity required for large-scale cloud service adoption.

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Ethernet addresses the growing impor-
tance of cloud access security to protect sensitive information 
when in motion between cloud locations and the facilities of 
cloud service users. Cloud service and hosting providers can 
now offer complete end-to-end security for their services in-
cluding compute, storage and network connectivity resources.

Data Protection in a Virtualized Network 
Environment

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is a core structural 
change in the way telecommunication infrastructure gets de-
ployed. It will bring signifi cant changes in the way that appli-
cations are delivered. In virtualized environments, workloads, 

data repositories and sensitive 
data are highly mobile and are 
potentially shifted between 
different virtual and physical 
resources. In such an environ-
ment, it is easier than ever to 
copy sensitive data.

This proliferation presents ser-
vice provider security teams 
with inherent challenges, in-
creasing the complexity and ef-

fort required to secure sensitive data when in motion. ADVA 
ConnectGuard™ Ethernet enables scalable and secure con-
nectivity between locations hosting virtual network functions. 
Without any loss of speed and performance, secure access to 
cloud resources can be guaranteed while operational complex-
ity remains low.

Secure Data Transmission over Carrier Ethernet

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Ethernet Solution
• Encrypted Carrier Ethernet services with 1 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s line speed
• Port- and VLAN-based security domain assignment compliant with MEF CE 2.0
• Complete set of Carrier Ethernet CFM and OAM functions for service monitoring and testing
• Advance cryptographic methods including dynamic key exchange and tamper protection
• Designed according to internationally recognized security standards
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Businesses are facing new challenges in security operations. 
Expanding security to network connectivity brings a set of 
technology and process management challenges that make 
it diffi cult for network administrators to provide a consistent 
approach to network and security management. The most crit-
ical management challenges include establishing a network 
management framework supporting effi cient operations and 
maintaining different levels of access rights and permissions 
for network and security control.

Deploying, managing and maintaining security technology in 
an environment driven by headcount reduction and redirection 
dramatically increases the potential for human error, which can 
lead to security exposures and incidents. To counter security 
management challenges faced by organizations today, opera-
tors and administrators need to focus on making encryption of 
data in motion and its management as simple as possible while 
implementing robust security architecture in terms of encryp-
tion algorithm, authentication and tamper detection. Deploying 
an advanced, end-to-end management solution that facilitates 
event management and reporting delivers an overview on pri-
ority security aspects that an administrator needs to be aware 
of. Complementary in-depth end-to-end visibility is fundamen-
tal to help administrators with rapid troubleshooting of security 
events.

Robust Security Architecture

The Advance Encryption Standard (AES) is globally recognized 
as a very strong cryptographic algorithm for encrypting elec-
tronic data. All ADVA ConnectGuard™ solutions support the 
256-bit key version of AES, implemented in high-performance 
hardware for latency-optimized processing. AES-256 is the al-
gorithm of choice for maximum encryption security. Two ad-
ditional important components of 
encrypting and decrypting a cipher 
are distinctive sets of keys for au-
thentication and data encryption 
functions and a strong method of 
securely exchanging cryptographic 
keys over a public channel. The Dif-
fi e-Hellman key exchange method 
utilized by ADVA ConnectGuard™ is 
one of the most common protocols 
for this purpose.

To achieve maximum security, ADVA ConnectGuard™ supports 
fast encryption key rotation intervals that are confi gurable and 
a hardware-based, true random source of entropy to produce 

sequence numbers that are not predictable. The more frequent 
the key exchange, the more secure the encryption solution. 
Solutions with a key exchange frequency that can be tuned 
down to seconds rather than minutes are preferable for the 
highest level of security. Complemented by tamper detection 
enhancing security through protection against physical tamper-
ing of the encryption hardware, ADVA ConnectGuard™ ensures 
that all critical security information is erased upon detection of 
any physical tampering of the cryptographic module.

Effective, Simple and Affordable Design

All key features of ADVA ConnectGuard™ management are de-
signed for simplifi ed and effi cient security management, ensur-
ing that organizations can effectively defend themselves against 
today’s advanced threats. The user-friendly and fl exible design 
of authentication and key management procedures helps orga-
nizations benefi t from its options for security management and 
supports the deployment of ADVA ConnectGuard™ technology 
across large-scale networks. Integrated event management en-
ables administrators to view real-time and historical events for 
rapid incident analysis and troubleshooting and provides rapid 
navigation from events to the source. Detailed system reports 
on events and other essential information gathered can be ex-
ported and scheduled. The continuous health and performance 
monitoring capability of ADVA ConnectGuard™ puts administra-
tors in a position to increase their productivity by continuously 
analyzing the security environment.

Enabling Encryption as a Service

ADVA ConnectGuard™ revolutionizes the delivery of encryption 
as a service. Partitioning encryption management from connec-
tivity management allows added fl exibility in either an operator- 
or enterprise-maintained infrastructure. Strict role partitioning 

to separate network management 
from encryption management by 
complete separation of privileges 
between administrators from the 
connectivity domain and those from 
the security domain helps security 
departments maintain full control of 
the security environment. The dedi-
cated end-user encryption manage-
ment tool of ADVA ConnectGuard™ 
gives service providers and network 
operators the ability to offer en-

hanced data protection and access control to their enterprise 
customers when interconnecting their sites for cloud and virtual 
data processing.

Efficient Security Management

Efficient Protection of Sensitive Data in Motion
• Robust AES-256 data encryption and protection against physical tampering
• Fast encryption key rotation intervals that are configurable
• Hardware-based, true random source of entropy
• Straightforward integration into an existing enterprise security domain
• Managed service readiness by complete separation of encryption from transport management

ADVA ConnectGuard™ Management Platform
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For More Information

ADVA Optical Networking SE
Campus Martinsried
Fraunhoferstrasse 9 a
82152 Martinsried / Munich
Germany

ADVA Optical Networking North America, Inc.
5755 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Norcross, Georgia 30092
USA

ADVA Optical Networking Singapore Pte. Ltd. 
25 International Business Park
#05–106 German Centre
Singapore 609916

info@advaoptical.com
www.advaoptical.com

About ADVA Optical Networking

At ADVA Optical Networking we’re creating new opportuni-
ties for tomorrow’s networks, a new vision for a connected 
world. Our intelligent telecommunications hardware, software 
and services have been deployed by several hundred service 
providers and thousands of enterprises. Over the past twen-
ty years, our innovative connectivity solutions have helped to 
drive our customers’ networks forward, helped to drive their 
businesses to new levels of success. We forge close working 
relationships with all our customers. As your trusted partner 
we ensure that we’re always ready to exceed your networking 
expectations. For more information on our products and our 
team, please visit us at: www.advaoptical.com.
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